
EXECUTIVE SEARCHES IT’S WHAT WE DO ABLE FISHER



About Able Fisher 
Able Fisher  is an international specialist  search consultancy 
focusing on headhunting executives with outstanding track 
records for law firms, banks and corporates. 

We are renowned for our specialist in-depth knowledge of the  players 
within the off-shore centres, European, Asian and US jurisdictions. Our key 
focus is on cross-border recruiting the Global Internationalist executives 
who impart sustainable value to the clients.

 Expertise
This is delivered through an in-depth knowledge of the industry at all levels. 
We endeavour to successfully build and nurture long term relationships 
with both our executives and client partners. 

Our core specialisation and unique focus covers Fashion/Luxury,  Advertising 
and Marketing, Business and Professional Services, Clean Technology, 
Consumer Packaged Goods,  eBrands,  Industrial  and  Natural Resources, 
Media & Entertainment, Technology, Media and Telecom(s) and Travel, 
Leisure and Hospitality. In essence, this encapsulates all the industries in 
which we operate.



Extensive Expertise
We believe that effective recruiting requires more than just matching 
resumes with opportunities. It requires the complete understanding of 
what a candidate is truly looking for as well as the ins and outs of each 
law firm or corporation, including its unique culture.

Our specialized search capabilities provide a personalized approach to  recruiting. 
With over two decades of experience, we understand our clients’ needs and 
candidates’ career goals. Able Fisher  specializes in headhunting executives for 
banks and corporates. Our business is exclusively geared towards finding executives 
in strategic areas. 

We offer a bespoke service, with the aim of building long-term relationships 
with both our clients and candidates. We bring a variety of skills to each search 
assignment we carry out, including experience in General Management, Design, 
IT, HR, PE/VC, Supply Chain, Finance, Sales, Marketing, E-Commerce, Retail and 
Management Consulting. We have an unrivalled understanding of the London  
market, a dynamic approach, and a reputation for honest and objective advice 
at all times. Over the years, Able Fisher  Search has handled a diverse range of 
searches across the spectrum of  disciplines for leading US, City, and international 
corporations as well as top investment banks.

Able Fisher  specializes in assessing and recruiting executives with outstanding 
track records who will create competitive advantage and sustainable value to  
corporations. The worldwide success of our firm has been built on our insights 
into the people dynamics of corporations and their leadership requirements at the 
highest levels. 

We have been founded by Partners with a distinctive vision and structure aimed 
at achieving two basic goals – to place our clients’ interests first and to lead our 
profession in creating value for our clients through the assessment and recruitment 
of top-level executive resources.

The most fundamental expression of our client-first vision resides in our structure, 
which is unique to our profession. Our consultants, operating from our international 
offices in New York , London & Singapore, are organized around a single-profit 
centre partnership. This is designed to eliminate competitive barriers between our 
offices. It allows us to operate seamlessly when engagements call for us to mobilize 
across many offices in a country or a region.

Large or small, local or global, our clients benefit from our structure by having 
access to our most relevant resources and relationships wherever they may reside. 
Underpinning this unique structure is our private ownership. We have chosen to 
operate our firm independent of any outside interests and are motivated solely by 
a desire to exceed our clients’ expectations.



Mission
Our mission is to assist clients find world 
class leaders who will improve the vigour and 
performance of their organizations. We have 
continuous access to leading executives around 
the world and exercise the highest level of 
discretion and judgement in every client search 
engagement.

Our client partner’s benefit from our multicultural 
and cross functional approach as every 
consultant has a unique blend of professional 
search experience and deep industry expertise in 
their local and global markets. Our consultants 
know the nuances of their environments in terms 
of its business issues, challenges and trends 
affecting the search positively with appropriate 
candidates.

To maximize sector specialization and knowledge 
sharing across the firm, our search teams are 
organized into industry and functional practices. 
State-of-the-art technology, top-rated associates 
and creative researchers support our Client 
Engagement teams.  The teams regularly work 
with colleagues across international borders, 
reflecting the global reach of our clients and the 
world class candidate pool.

Values
We recognize that as  executive search 
professionals, the awareness we bring, the 
counsel we impart and the solutions we offer can 
have a significant impact on the clients business 
we serve and on the individual candidates careers 
and lives;  and take these responsibilities with 
utmost care and consideration.

We believe that open, regular communication, 
discretion and transparency of operations are 
essential to all successful working partnerships.

Our code of professional ethics demands that 
we manage our relationships with our clients, 
candidates and colleagues with great care, 
integrity and mutual respect. We advise with 
courage without prejudice and treat sensitive 
information with the utmost respect and 
discretion.

Most importantly we value quality — the quality 
of the engagement we provide our clients and 
the manner in which we treat our candidates, 
whether we have been retained to recruit a senior 
executive, advise a board or conduct a global 
leadership succession initiative. 



Our Method
We approach every search we undertake through a process that 
focuses on the specific needs of our clients, while considering 
the widest range of potential candidates. The following are the 
fundamental stages of our search process: 

Phase One
Our first step is to undertake extensive desk research to determine the brands 
within which potential candidates should be sought. This is followed by iden-
tification of appropriate individuals, discussions with knowledgeable sources, 
networking and informal reference checking. This phase could take up to 
approximately 6-8 weeks.

Phase Three
The next step would be to interview numerous candidates and set deadlines 
for interviews and feedback to you and the candidate(s) as well.

Phase Two
Able Fisher  retains contact with the client throughout the search and we would 
have a strategy meeting at the end of the research phase. Able Fisher  would 
present a comprehensive report on the ground covered, the people identified, 
their experience and salary levels and any other issues arising from our 
extensive reconnaissance.



Functional Expertise
As the  risks of doing business have 
escalated, the competition to attract the 
best solicitors and partners has intensified.

Making the right hiring decisions is clearly the 
cornerstone of eff ective personnel development, 
yet the Search Process is time consuming and 
unpredictable. This is where Able Fisher  fits in. 

We have the professional skills and business 
resources to conduct even the most diff icult  
searches, identifying, recruiting and motivating the 
best executives with speed and eff iciency. All of our 
professional assets are focused on one purpose: to 
achieve the personnel objectives of our clients. 

We at Able Fisher  understand that the Search Process 
is not simply about filling a position, but about 
shaping a more productive  department for the 
future – a department that will maximize our clients’ 
eff iciency and performance. 

Able Fisher  consultants have had experience in 
recruiting within all major areas that include at 
executive level:

General Senior Management

Legal

Sales

Marketing

Finance

Human Resources

Retail

PE/VC

Design

IT

Product Management

E-Commerce

Management Consulting

Operations

Brandmanagement

Areas



General Senior Management

Legal

Sales

Marketing

Finance

Human Resources

Retail

PE/VC

Design

IT

Product Management

E-Commerce

Management Consulting

Operations

Brandmanagement

Industries
Able Fisher  has developed an initiative focusing on a 
continuous process of profile-based search where  talent is 
acquired against our partner’s mission, values and long-term 
opportunities. 

We identify on your behalf and target global counsel and their teams giving 
your company a comprehensive overview of the market, competitors, and 
provide a highly flexible plan of appointments our approach and search 
solutions globally give our partnered clients access to a worldwide  talent 
pool specifically selected to meet client criteria by targeting senior global  
talent who will be briefed and have the right level of expectation – a detailed 
introduction to the client company to exchange business views and discuss 
personal career plan and motivations 

This approach creates a partnership enabling us to reposition the traditional 
consultant-client relationship to one of shared vision, opportunity and 
mutual benefit for the firm and Able Fisher .

eFendi ™
A holistic solution that provokes a comprehensive assessment 
of your firm or company and its readiness to meet the complex 
dynamics and challenges of the global market, through a board 
level evaluation process that measures organization capability 
against strategic business objectives.

Delivered by your designated Able Fisher  practice partner, the Talent Pool is 
a bespoke, tailor made solution that seeks to capture current best-in-class 
thinking with a unique and very individual approach to human capital con-
sulting. As a real business partner, and not as a client! We believe that the 
“value chain” begins further upstream than retained search and is driven by 
an uncompromising commitment to create a corporate environment that 
embraces excellence and is worthy of a world-class designation in your law 
firm.

Able Fisher  focuses on creating value and influence through a vigorous pro-
cess of partnership, dialogue and action.



Private Practice
As the legal risks of doing business have 
escalated, the competition to attract the 
best solicitors and partners has intensified.

Making the right hiring decisions is clearly the 
cornerstone of eff ective personnel development, 
yet the Search Process is time consuming and 
unpredictable. This is where Able Fisher Legal fits 
in. 

We have the professional skills and business 
resources to conduct even the most diff icult legal 
searches, identifying, recruiting and motivating 
the best lawyer with speed and eff iciency. All 
of our professional assets are focused on one 
purpose: to achieve the personnel objectives of 
our clients. 

We at Able Fisher Legal understand that the 
Search Process is not simply about filling a 
position, but about shaping a more productive 
legal department for the future – a department 
that will maximize our clients’ eff iciency and 
performance. 

Able Fisher Legal consultants have had 
experience in recruiting within all major areas 
that include at partner and associate level:

International Arbitration Antitrust

Venture Capital / Private Equity Bankrupcy/Restructuring

Telecom Capital Markets

US Securities Corporate M&A

EU Competition / Anti-trust Competition/Antitrust

Intellectual Property Competition European Law

Shipping Dispute Resolution

Real Estate Food & Beverages

Project Finance Information Technology

Securitisation Life Sciences

Derivatives Media & Entertainment

Corporate Finance Property

Banking Public International Law

Tax Securities

Energy Telecommunications

Areas



In House
Able Fisher Legal has developed an initiative focusing on a 
continuous process of profile-based search where Legal talent 
is acquired against our partner’s mission, values and long-term 
opportunities. 

We identify on your behalf and target global counsel and their teams giving 
your company a comprehensive overview of the market, competitors, and 
provide a highly flexible plan of appointments our approach and search 
solutions globally give our partnered clients access to a worldwide legal 
talent pool specifically selected to meet client criteria by targeting senior 
global Legal talent who will be briefed and have the right level of expectation 
– a detailed introduction to the client company to exchange business views 
and discuss personal career plan and motivations 

This approach creates a partnership enabling us to reposition the traditional 
consultant-client relationship to one of shared vision, opportunity and 
mutual benefit for the firm and Able Fisher Legal.

International Arbitration Antitrust

Venture Capital / Private Equity Bankrupcy/Restructuring

Telecom Capital Markets

US Securities Corporate M&A

EU Competition / Anti-trust Competition/Antitrust

Intellectual Property Competition European Law

Shipping Dispute Resolution

Real Estate Food & Beverages

Project Finance Information Technology

Securitisation Life Sciences

Derivatives Media & Entertainment

Corporate Finance Property

Banking Public International Law

Tax Securities

Energy Telecommunications











www.ablefisher.com - info@ablefisher.com 

Able Fisher London
16 Upper Woburn Place, 
WC1H 0BS, London, United Kingdom
Tel:  +44 203 301 4990
Fax: +44 203 301 4991

Able Fisher Hong Kong
Suite 4607-11, The Center, 99 Queens Road, 
Central, Hong Kong.
Tel:  +852 3796 7114
Fax: +852 3796 7000

Able Fisher Singapore
8 Eu Tong Sen Street
#14-94 The Central
059818 Singapore
Tel:  +65 6591 8637
Fax: +65 6491 1257
Able Fisher New York
106 Central Park South,Suite 3B
10019-1568 New York, The United States.
Tel:  +1 917 675 3190


